
OPTIONAL Evening Language Modules Application Form 
Centre for Language and Communication Studies 

 

 
Places in optional evening language classes are available for undergraduate students. Classes 
begin in the first week of the first term and run for two terms, with a weekly class. It is important to 
note that these are not grammar or conversation classes, but instead involve group-based projects 
with spoken and written components. 
 
Students enrolled for a named language course as part of their degree (e.g. Law and French) may 
not study the same language in this programme. Please note that these are optional courses. For 
credit-bearing language modules, apply via www.tcd.ie/broad_curriculum 
 
A waiting list is employed for courses which are over-subscribed, and further rounds of offers are 
made at the start of Michaelmas term. If you not do obtain a place, you may enrol in later College 
years. 
 
Name  

Email   

Student No.    

TCD course 
code/name 

 

 
 
Guide to language proficiency levels 
 
Sign up for: 

 
A1 

level  

…if you have never studied this language 
before, although you may know some very 
basic words and phrases.  

 
A2 

level 

…if you can already understand and say 
some basic phrases, if you can introduce 
yourself, ask and answer questions about 
personal details, if you can interact in a 
simple way when people speak slowly.  

 
B1 

level 

…if you can already describe who you are, 
where you come from, exchange 
information and communicate in routine 
tasks (shopping, directions, work). Pass in 
Leaving Certificate required. 

 
B2 

level 

…if you can already deal with most 
situations arising whilst travelling in an area 
where the language is spoken. Pass in 
Leaving Certificate required.  

 
NB classes and levels on offer may change  

from year to year according to student numbers 
 
 
 

Please tick ONE class of choice >> 
 

Language Level Choice 
Spanish A1  
Spanish A2  
Spanish B1  
Spanish B2  
Italian A1  
Italian A2  
German A1  
German A2  
German B1  
German  B2  
French  A1  
French  A2  
French B1  
French B2  
Irish B1  
Irish B2  
Japanese A1  
Japanese A2  
Korean  A1  
Korean A2  
Turkish A1  
Turkish A2  
Croatian  A1  

 
  

Deadline Friday 20th September 2013 
Please submit the form (scanned if necessary) by email to clcsinfo@tcd.ie 

 


